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ABSTRACT
What knowledge does learning programming require? Prior work has focused on theorizing program writing and problem solving skills. We examine program comprehension and propose a formal theory of program tracing knowledge based on control flow paths through an interpreter program’s source code. Because novices cannot understand the interpreter’s programming language notation, we transform it into causal relationships from code tokens to instructions to machine state changes. To teach this knowledge, we propose a comprehension-first pedagogy based on causal inference, by showing, explaining, and assessing each step by stepping through concrete examples within many example programs. To assess this pedagogy, we built PLTutor, a tutorial system with a fixed curriculum of example programs. We evaluate learning gains among self-selected CS1 students using a block randomized lab study comparing PLTutor with Codecademy, a writing tutorial. In our small study, we find some evidence of improved learning gains on the SCS1, with average learning gains of PLTutor 60% higher than Codecademy (gain of 3.89 vs. 2.42 out of 27 questions). These gains strongly predicted midterms ($R^2 = .64$) only for PLTutor participants, whose grades showed less variation and no failures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Programming requires many complex skills, including planning, program design, and problem domain knowledge [47, 48, 74]. It also fundamentally requires, however, knowledge of how programs execute [13, 44, 49, 55, 86]. Unfortunately, many learners still struggle to master even basic program comprehension skills: two large multinational studies show more than 60% of students incorrectly answer questions about the execution of basic programs [45, 56].

Teachers and researchers have attempted to address learners’ fragile knowledge of program execution in diverse ways, creating [37, 51, 62, 63, 65] or changing languages [15, 20, 41, 69, 73] and building writing [17, 39, 68] and visualization tools [29, 34, 34, 57, 81, 87, 91]. Pedagogy has also evolved, reordering [23, 61, 80, 84, 85] and changing what is taught [14, 50, 72], refining worked examples [58], explicitly teaching problem solving [48, 61] and program design [27], and exploring a discovery pedagogy [46].

Most of these diverse approaches have been evaluated in a writing-focused pedagogical context. People receive instruction on a programming construct’s syntax and semantics, practice by writing code, then advance to the next construct (roughly a spiral syntax approach [76]). In contrast, little prior work has explored a comprehension-first pedagogy, teaching program semantics—how static code causes dynamic computer behavior— before teaching learners to write code. Prior work proposes some approaches and curricular ordering [6, 21, 38, 76, 79] but lacks implementations and evaluations on learning outcomes.

This leads us to our central research question: What effects does a comprehension-first and theoretically-informed pedagogy have on learning program comprehension and writing skills?

We argue that comprehension-first is not just another pedagogical strategy, but instead requires a new conceptualization of what it means to “know” a programming language. We therefore contribute a theory of program tracing knowledge, derived from abstract control flow paths through a programming language interpreter’s execution rules. Based on this theory, we contribute the first comprehension-first pedagogy that teaches and assesses tracing skills for a Turing-complete portion of a programming language, without learners writing or editing code and without requiring them to infer program behavior from input and output. Based on this pedagogy, we built an interactive tutorial, PLTutor, to explore preliminary answers to our research question. We then conducted a formative experimental comparison of PLTutor and a writing-focused Codecademy tutorial, investigating the effects of a comprehension-first pedagogy on CS1 learning outcomes.

2 RELATED WORK
Prior work on tools has enabled comprehension-first pedagogy, but has lacked high-quality evaluations of its effects on comprehension and writing. For instance, program visualization can help learners comprehend detailed low-level operations in programs [57] or low-level visual program simulation [81], but these have not been applied in a comprehension-first pedagogy. UUhistle has some technical features that would support a learner independently following a comprehension-focused curriculum (e.g., by choosing from a list of programs with instructor annotations), but that has not been evaluated [81]. Bayman et al. compared the effects of combinations of syntax and semantic knowledge in diagrams on writing...
and comprehension practice [5]. Computer tutors tried low-level evaluation exercises, but sequenced with writing exercises; this had no benefits for writing skills vs. only having writing exercises [2].

Other work implements a comprehension-first pedagogy but has limitations in their evaluations or the breadth of what they teach. Dyck et al. only assessed writing ability after using a computer-based manual with rudimentary assessments of program tracing [25]. To our knowledge, the only self-contained tool that implements a comprehension-first pedagogy is Reduct [3], an educational game that teaches operational semantics. Its design focuses on engagement, does not include a textual notation, does not cover variables, scope, loops, and nested or ordered statements, and shows some inaccurate semantics for JavaScript. Its evaluation also lacks a validated assessment, a pre-test, or comparison to other tools.

Prior theoretical work on program comprehension spans both cognitive studies of program comprehension and pedagogical approaches to teaching program tracing. Neither of these areas have a theory for what comprehension knowledge is.

Researchers since the 1970s have theorized about how people comprehend code [11, 32, 60, 75, 77]. This research has developed cognitive theories of comprehension processes, describing perception [32, 60], mental structures [11, 19, 55], and novices and experts differences [11, 19, 53, 77]. These theories facilitate questions about perceptual strategies that novices and experts use to comprehend code, what features of code experts use to comprehend code, and what kinds of knowledge experts use. These theories focus on comprehension process and behavior; we contribute a theory that 1) specifies what knowledge people must have to be able to execute these processes and 2) formally connects this knowledge to syntax.

Prior work makes key distinctions between writing, syntax, and semantic knowledge (for example, [5, 32, 52, 54, 77]) but lacks formal connections across levels of semantics knowledge and a principled way to derive it. Mayer divides semantics into micro (statement) and macro (program) levels, and describes transactions at a sub-statement level as action, object, and location [52, 54]. However, these natural language descriptions lack connections to the sub-expression parts of the code that causes them.

Berry generated animated program visualizations from operational semantics, a formalism used by PL researchers for proofs and reasoning [7]. We instead propose the knowledge needed to learn program tracing is not the abstract formal semantics for a language, but the semantics as actually implemented in a language’s interpreter, mapped to a notional machine to facilitate comprehension.

Within CS education, early approaches utilized writing tasks that required program comprehension, focusing on teaching syntax and semantics one language construct at a time, while gaining writing knowledge about the construct [74, 76, 85]. In contrast, around 1980 Deimel et al. [21] and Kimura [38] briefly proposed, without evaluating, a comprehension-first curriculum starting with running programs and looking at I/O to infer semantics. Major literature reviews fail to mention their existence, even since the 1990s [67, 74, 90]. Both of these pedagogies lack a definition of the knowledge learned, making one unable to determine when language features have been fully covered. They also lacked assessment methods beyond I/O prediction, making it hard to give targeted practice, diagnose misconceptions, and correct them with feedback.

3 PROGRAM TRACING KNOWLEDGE

The critical gaps in prior work are in both tools and theory. No theories describe the knowledge necessary for program tracing skills, and no tutorials or visualization tools have been designed or evaluated with a comprehension-first pedagogy. Therefore, in this section, we present a theory of what program tracing knowledge is and build upon it in later sections to inform the design and evaluation of a tutor that teaches program tracing knowledge.

Our first observation about tracing is that inside the interpreter that executes programs for a particular programming language (PL) is the exact knowledge required to execute a program. It just happens to be represented in a notation designed for computers to understand rather than people. For example, in many PL courses, students write an interpreter for a calculator language; it reads text such as 2*3 and executes that code. The interpreter contains definitions of execution rules like if (operator == "*") { result = left + right; }. We argue that this logic is the knowledge required to accurately trace program execution.

Unfortunately, because this logic is represented as code, it is not easily learned by novices. First, few materials for learning a language actually show the interpreter’s logic explicitly. Moreover, even if this logic was visible, novices would not likely understand it because they do not understand the notation that it is written in. This provides a key theoretical explanation for why learning to trace programs is hard—this notational barrier can only be overcome once you understand programming languages, creating a recursive learning dependency.

Execution rule logic, however, is not alone a suitable account of the knowledge required for tracing. Our second claim is that to know a programming language, learners also must be able to map these execution rules to the syntax and state that determines what rules are followed and in which situations. Therefore, knowledge of a PL is also the mapping between syntax, semantics, and state.

To illustrate this mapping, Table 1 shows an interpreter in pseudocode, showing the three conventional stages of transforming program source code into executable instructions, for a simple JavaScript-like expression x == 0. The first stage translates characters into tokens; the second stage translates tokens into an abstract syntax tree (AST); the final stage translates the AST into machine instructions that ultimately determine program behavior. We argue that learners do not need to understand these stages themselves, but rather that they need to understand each path through these stages that map syntax and state to behavior. We show one example of a path underlined in Table 1, which specifically concerns the 0 in our x = 0 expression, showing its translation from character to token to a machine instruction that pushes 0 onto an accumulator stack for comparison to x by the == operator. This simple mapping rule—that a numerical literal like 0 is a token in an expression that results in a number being pushed onto a stack for later comparison—is just one of the execution rule paths; we argue learners must understand all possible paths to know the whole language.

Some rules have one path (for example, the 0 in x==0 only has one in our example language), but some execution rules have multiple control flow paths, depending on the code or runtime state involved. For example, if statements in many imperative languages can optionally include an else statement. If an AST has an else
In this section we propose a comprehension-first pedagogy that embodies our theory of program tracing knowledge. Our design focuses on helping people learn 1) PL semantics and 2) program tracing skills; our prototype focuses specifically on JavaScript. The central pedagogical strategy in PLTutor is to build upon the experience of using a debugger, but 1) allow stepping forward and back in time, 2) allow stepping at an instruction-level rather than line-level granularity, and 3) interleave conceptual instruction about semantics throughout the program’s execution.

Figure 1 shows the experience of using PLTutor to observe program execution over time. For example, Figure 1a shows the path underlined in the first and second row of Table 1 for the token \(1\) in the 1st row, ASTs on the 2nd, and instructions on the last. An example semantic path is underlined for a PUSH instruction for the number token.

statement, the mapping is different, because the end of the if block must include a jump past the else block. Learners must understand these syntax-dependent branches in compilation and execution.

We therefore view the set of all possible paths through all of the compilation and execution rules in all of a programming language’s constructs as the knowledge required to “know” a PL. This symbolic representation preserves the fidelity of the knowledge because we derive the knowledge directly from the interpreter. As we will show, we can then make these abstract paths concrete by presenting programs that cover these paths.

Table 1: An interpreter with pseudocode notation. For input

\(x == 0\), the example column shows instances of tokens in the 1st row, ASTs on the 2nd, and instructions on the last. An example semantic path is underlined for a PUSH instruction for the number token.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Transformation Rule (Pseudocode)</th>
<th>Example Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tokenize</td>
<td>Any number (\rightarrow) Number</td>
<td>Name(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operator (\rightarrow) Op</td>
<td>Op(==)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variable name (\rightarrow) Name</td>
<td>Number(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Parse</td>
<td>Code(toks) (\rightarrow) AST</td>
<td>PUSH &quot;x&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(AST(Parse(tok_1), \text{Op}, Parse(tok_3)))</td>
<td>AST(Name(x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELSE, AST(Number), Code(0)</td>
<td>PUSH 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELSE, AST(Name), Code(Number(0))</td>
<td>PUSH 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. To Machine Code</td>
<td>Code((AST)) (\rightarrow)</td>
<td>LOOKUP_AND_PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF AST, Op(==) (\rightarrow) AST_2</td>
<td>PUSH &quot;x&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code((AST_1))</td>
<td>DO_EQUALS_OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code((AST_2))</td>
<td>DO_EQUALS_OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELSE IF Number(n)</td>
<td>PUSH n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELSE IF Name</td>
<td>LOOKUP_AND_PUSH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 PEDAGOGY AND PLTUTOR

In this section we propose a comprehension-first pedagogy that embodies our theory of program tracing knowledge. Our design focuses on helping people learn 1) PL semantics and 2) program tracing skills; our prototype focuses specifically on JavaScript. The central pedagogical strategy in PLTutor is to build upon the experience of using a debugger, but 1) allow stepping forward and back in time, 2) allow stepping at an instruction-level rather than line-level granularity, and 3) interleave conceptual instruction about semantics throughout the program’s execution.

Figure 1 shows the experience of using PLTutor to observe program execution over time. For example, Figure 1a shows the path underlined in the first and second row of Table 1 for the token \(0\) in the 1st row, and Figure 1b shows the third row in Table 1. The change to machine state displays on the next time step (see \(0\) on top of stack at Figure 1c). This representation addresses the notational barrier to accessing the information in Table 1. As a side note, for brevity Figure 1 assumes \(x\) has value zero (e.g. at first time step).

The next two subsections discuss in detail how our pedagogy (partially implemented in PLTutor) teaches learners both the syntax, state, and semantics mapping and program tracing.

4.1 Programming Language Semantics

Now we theorize how learning may occur within PLTutor’s pedagogy. We start with an example in another domain, then return to learning PL semantics. We start from a theory of learning for “a causes b” relationships (also called causal inference). For instance, a child may see a switch flipped then a light goes on, and they may infer the switch caused the light to go on, just from one example. How can this rapid learning occur? A theory of causal inference identifies three key enablers for this learning: ontology (differentiating/recognizing entities and their causal types), constraints on relationships (how plausible are relationships), and functional forms of relationships (from how effects combine and compare, to specific forms like \(f = ma\)) [28]. For the light example, ontology includes a light and a switch as mechanical entities, constraints includes closeness in time (switches tend to control things quickly), and functional form may include knowing the switch up position activates (“turns on”) whatever it controls. With these enablers, causal learning then occurs by observing examples of the causal relationships [28].

We theorize learning PL semantics as grasping the causal relationships from code to machine behavior. To enable causal learning, our key insight is to convert the abstract path representations from the prior section into a concrete causal visualization, showing the causal relationship between tokens, machine instructions, and the machine state changes caused by the instructions.

Now we summarize how our pedagogy provides the three key enablers for causal learning, for program semantics; afterwards we will discuss them in a particular implementation (PLTutor). To provide ontology, we start learning with conceptual content describing entities (code, instruction, and machine model), show them in the visualization, and explain how to recognize them in the visualization. To provide constraints on relationships, we provide conceptual content emphasizing the mechanical relationship (to avoid the “computer as person” misconception [66; causal learning theory gives us a new lens for why this misconception may be so damaging - having the wrong relationship misleads the causal learning process). We also give functional forms via syntax highlights for the token part, text descriptions of the instruction part, and the change in machine model state over each small time step.

To create this causal model, we extract patterns from interpreter implementations. We introduce two abstractions—the instruction and the machine model—to simplify this knowledge, while retaining fidelity. Typically, paths through the interpreter end with manipulating the state of the program being executed (either by generating machine code or with PL statements for an implementation hosted in another language). We encode these state changes as one or more instructions for a machine model (which serves as a model...
notional machine [24]). The interpreter produces a list of instructions, which are then sent to the machine model. This separates the state of the program’s execution entirely into the machine model. Using the machine instruction as a bridge between syntax and state transformation, we can connect the path through the interpreter to machine state changes.

We can also connect instructions back to the code that causes them. These connections follow the semantic path, going back to the program code via the tokens that caused values in them. For example, for the path underlined in Table 1, the PUSH 0 instruction connects to the 0 in the source code via the token Number(0); the LOOKUP_AND_PUSH "x" instruction connects to the x in Name(x).

Figure 2 shows PLTutor, our web-based prototype that visualizes these causal connections. In this figure, PLTutor is visualizing the beginning of a JavaScript variable declaration statement, which is mapped to the var keyword in 2.5. The machine state is on the right with the machine instruction shown at 2.9.

In PLTutor, our pedagogy has learners observe examples of the causal relationships by stepping forward in time in the program’s execution, one instruction at a time. A single step changes the token being highlighted, the current instruction, and machine state. For example, Figure 1 shows three steps for the JavaScript program `x = 0;`. Our prototype supports the full semantics of JavaScript, providing mappings between all constructs in the language and the machine instructions that govern JavaScript program execution.

Within this representation, our pedagogy identifies a unique causal role for the instruction between code and the machine model. The instruction makes visible the causal relationship between syntax and machine behavior. The instruction also provides constraints on relationships between code and machine state changes (a parser generates instructions from code, which is the only way code causes machine behavior). We also designed instructions to provide a set of functional forms that simplify and localize relationships; all instructions only 1) push onto an accumulator stack (either from the literals in the code or the namespace) 2) pop values from the stack, do a local operation only with those values, and push the result onto the stack, 3) set a value in the namespace, 4) pop a value and change the program counter (for conditionals, loops, and functions), or 5) clear the stack (which we map to the ; token). These forms provide further constraints on relationships: for example, values from code tokens only change the stack, namespace values only come from the stack, and instructions only come from the code. These constraints and functional forms should help learners’ causal inference [28].

Besides this causal role, the instruction also makes visible how a language executes syntax. Without it, stepping through the interpreted program line by line requires understanding how the computer navigates the program code notation. In contrast, stepping through a list of instructions only requires moving forward and backwards through an execution history and comprehending changes to machine state (see Figure 1).

PLTutor also conveys constraints, functional forms, and ontology by showing natural language explanations of the actions instructions are taking. PLT reinforces functional forms by showing an instruction’s form as a description filled in with concrete values (see Figure 2.9, which explains how a variable declaration begins). PLT also shows learning content at 2.3 throughout the lesson.

To scaffold causal inference, the curriculum starts with ontology, with 5-10 minutes of conceptual instruction about the computer, code, state, the interpreter, instructions, and machine model. It provides ontology by describing the entities and how they are shown in the interface; for example, “The namespace is where variables are stored. This is like a table with two columns...”. It also gives constraints on their relationships; for example, “In general, the list of instructions does not change as a computer executes a program.” This information also serves as organizing concepts [10].
4.2 Program Tracing

Our theory of program tracing knowledge suggests a general approach for a pedagogy: show a faithful representation of each interpreter path, assess the learners' knowledge of each path, correct misconceptions, and cover all the paths for completeness.

To cover most of the paths, PLTutor uses a fixed, sequenced curriculum of example programs. Instead of stepping through execution steps directly as in prior work, each program has a list of learning steps, specifying 1) the learning content or assessment to show and 2) which execution step to show. This decoupling allows the curriculum to navigate anywhere in the program’s execution when the learner advances to the next learning step. There are three types of learning steps in the tutorial: conceptual steps (show conceptual instructional content), execution steps (show an instruction executing), and assessment steps (prompt a learner to fill in values, described shortly). Learners advance forward or backward through these steps by clicking the “Back” and “Next” buttons (Figure 2.2) or using keyboard arrow keys. Learners may also drag the bar (Figure 2.8) to scroll through execution steps. On the final learning step of a lesson, a “Next Program” button appears, which navigates to the next program in the curriculum. This contrasts with prior work, in which learners must find and choose a next program for themselves, constructing their own curriculum from a menu [81].

Our pedagogy interleaves these three types of steps (conceptual, execution, and assessment) through a program’s execution. To illustrate this, we describe the learning steps for a first lesson for a construct (such as if). These follow a pattern: reference relevant prior knowledge, contrast what is new ("Before this...") see Figure 2.13), present the goal of the construct ("If statements allow...", Figure 2.14), present the syntactic pattern (see 2.15), then scaffold learning strategies ("step through to see how it works", and, later, prompts mental execution "What do you think this next if statement will do? Read through it and think, then step through it."). Where possible, steps introduce constructs with "equivalent" programs, based on similar instructions or state changes. For instance, in our arrays lesson, is_day_free = false; is_day_free = true; precedes is_day_free = [false, true]; this may help transfer and provide constraints for causal inference. After such code, steps show an example path and a low-level assessment (described shortly), then address common misconceptions in turn by: 1) showing learning content against it, 2) executing a counter-example, 3) stepping through code with assessments for the misconception.

Besides the ordering of steps within each program, the stepping interface scaffolds perception of conceptual and execution information. On steps with learning content, learners experience a slight 1-second pause before they can advance, to encourage reading. At key points in the middle of a program’s execution, learning steps stop advancing execution to show conceptual instruction. For example, PLTutor pauses in the middle of a condition evaluation to show causal inference. Execution steps show causality temporally, and having many steps shows many examples of the causal relationships, as recommended by [28]. Their granular, sub-expression level of detail may help structure inferences from these lower level steps into higher level inferences across multiple steps and lines of code [28].

To aid higher-level causal inferences, PLTutor assesses knowledge of each path at multiple levels. For the single execution step level, it navigates to a step and hides a value for the learner to fill in. Figure 3 shows an assessment across multiple steps. Using value hiding and the learning step’s ability to control what execution step is shown, this enables scaffolding assessments, showing some instruction or code navigation, across multiple levels of granularity, including the simple effects of one execution step (done in prior work [82]) to showing the resulting state of many execution steps as if it were one large step. PLTutor also scaffolds links between assessment question phrases and machine state by showing which question to fill in; hovering over any answer shows a box around the corresponding value (see Figure 3.2). It also shows misconception feedback for inaccurate answers (see bottom Figure 3).

In addition to introduction and practice lessons, our pedagogy includes review lessons, which apply constructs together and occur after the end of operators, conditionals, and the loops material. These lessons describe how constructs can be used with each other. They contrast larger “equivalent” code segments, justifying language features by appealing to “good” properties of code like readability, brevity, and ability to modify or reuse. We include these integration lessons to increase retention and motivate learning by showing how constructs are used together for actual problems [10], and to connect knowledge to the design goals of the language.

4.3 PLTutor Limitations

PLTutor only partially implements the principles we have discussed for a comprehension-first pedagogy. It covers all the paths in our JavaScript interpreter except for strings, I/O, objects, some unary and binary operators (like -- and modulus), and error paths (like invalid variable names or syntax errors). For example, we do not show the failing examples required to fully specify variable naming patterns. We expect later writing pedagogy to cover them, and language runtimes make them visible with error messages.

While PLTutor’s assessments directly or indirectly cover much of each semantic path, it leaves some out and does not fade scaffolding entirely. It directly assesses machine state changes by having users fill in values in the machine state via linked assessments. It indirectly assesses control flow via simple value changes (which depend on the variable assignment path in earlier lessons); Figure 3 shows one. PLTutor does not assess ontology directly or fully
remove scaffolding in its curriculum; for example, it always shows machine state, instruction execution steps, and allows stepping.

Finally, at the time of our evaluation, PLTutor was very much a research prototype. When we evaluated it, it had usability issues and the environment made little effort to engage learners, introducing numerous barriers to sustained engagement and learning.

5 EVALUATION

What effects does a comprehension-first and theoretically-informed pedagogy have on learning code comprehension and writing skills? To investigate, we conducted a formative, block-randomized, between-subjects study comparing a comprehension-first tutorial, PLTutor, with Codecademy [16], chosen for its traditional writing-focused spiral pedagogy [76] and quality from 4 years of curriculum refinement. We label the PLTutor condition PLT and the other CC.

5.1 Method

Our inclusion criteria were undergraduates that had not completed a CS1 course in college and had not used a Codecademy tutorial. We recruited students starting a CS1 class that followed a procedural-first writing pedagogy using Java [72]. Participants came to a Saturday 10:30am–6pm workshop, took a pre-survey and a pre-test, used a tutorial for 4.33 hours, and then took a post-test and post-survey. As a pre/post-test we used the SCS1 [26, 64], a validated measure of CS1 knowledge. Both surveys used validated measures for fixed vs. growth mindset [8] and programming self-efficacy [71].

The pre-survey also measured daytime/chronic sleepiness using the Epworth Sleepiness Scale [4], as prior work argues these affect learning [18, 22, 33, 59, 70].

At the first two lectures and via email, we advertised the study as a chance to excel in the class, potentially biasing towards motivated and at-risk students. Overall, 200 of 988 students responded to an emailed recruitment survey and 90 met our inclusion criteria. Using this survey, we block randomized [31] participants into a condition using hours of prior programming, self-reported likelihood of attendance, age, and gender, then invited subjects. From these blocks, we randomly invited participants from each block, ultimately having 41 attend the workshops. After confirming attendance by email, we sent subjects the room for their condition.

The two instructors of the one day workshops followed a written experimental protocol and coordinated to make any necessary day-of-changes jointly. They then showed an introductory SCS1 test directions video, gave the pre-test, then showed video instructions for their condition’s tutorial and stated students would have 4 hours and 20 minutes to learn the material. They served lunch during the tutorial period at 1PM. After a 10-minute break following the tutorial, students had 1 hour for the SCS1 post-test and could start the post-survey when done. The instructors then served dinner.

We operationalized learning outcomes by proxying program comprehension with SCS1 score and writing skills with midterm grade. Learning gain (posttest score—pretest score) is noisy because it combines pre and post test measurement error [9]; we also counted per-question and per-individual performance from incorrect on pre-test to correct on post-test (which we call FT, for false-to-true), as well as likely prior knowledge as correctly answering a question on both the pre and post test (TT, for true-to-true). We defined learning capacity for a person as (the # of questions not left blank)-TT and learning capacity for each question as (# of people that did not leave the question blank)-TT. We defined LCL, the % learned that could learn, as FT / learning capacity (like normalized gain in [83]).

The SCS1 system randomly lost some tests; we dropped those participants, reducing sample size to 18 in PLT and 19 in CC. We separated novices (operationalized as less than 10 hours of self-reported experience and no prior CS class) from experienced students (had prior CS class or > 10 hours of self-reported experience).

5.2 Results

Despite random assignment, we found differences that may have confounded measures of learning gains. We analyzed these and other differences by default with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for non-normal data. We add and note a t-test when Shapiro-Wilks’s normality test had p > .01 for each group (still has low power for our sample size). Pre-test SCS1 differences between the two conditions were large and marginally significant (CC–PLT mean=1.65, W p < .111, t-test p < .058), but self-reported prior programming experience and mindset did not differ significantly.

While many individuals in both groups achieved higher SCS1 scores, comparing within each condition, only PLT’s post-scores were significantly different from its pre-scores (p<.0044) (for CC p<.089). Figure 4 shows descriptive statistics; for comparison, students near the end of a CS1 course score from 2 to 20, \( m = 9.68, SD = 3.5 \) [64]. Comparing conditions, PLT had higher individual FT, with Cohen’s d=.59 (p<.12, t-test p<.075); for learning gain: Cohen’s d=.398 (p<.41, t-test p<.24); for the % learned that each person could learn (LCL): d=.34 (p<.39, t-test p<.31). To control our analysis for other variables, we tried to fit post-score with linear and binomial generalized linear models, but residuals strongly violated modeling assumptions.

When we consider the specific questions in the SCS1, PLT outperformed CC on 37% of questions and CC outperformed PLT on 22%, based on between group difference of \( \geq .1 \) in LCL (the % of people who got the question right that did not already get that question right on the pre-test). Figure 5 shows questions sorted from left to right by this LCL difference, with \( * \) at bottom for non-overlap of their 95% confidence intervals of the probability p of a binomial distribution estimated from \( x=FT \) and \( n=capacity \) (Wilson [12]).

CC did better for some code completion (Q18,25,21) and writing conceptual questions (e.g., Q1: When would you not write a for loop... Q6: Imagine writing code for each task - can you do it without conditional operators...). It also did better on topics missing from PLT’s curriculum like strings (Q18) and a tracing question with modulus (Q19). In contrast, PLT did better for tracing (Q2,23,3,12,24,14,8), a tracing conceptual question relying on sub-expression detail (Q10), and complex code completion questions (Q13,Q26). PLT also did better on topics missing from CC’s curriculum like recursion (Q14 and even Q24 involving strings). PLT also did better on a tracing question with strings that only used array syntax and semantics (Q15).

PLT had less variation and a more normal distribution for later writing outcomes compared to CC (see Figure 4f, 4e). Shapiro-Wilks normality test rejected CC’s midterm distribution (p=.013) but not PLT’s (p=.4723). For PLT, midterm fit a linear model on each of: learning gain: (adj-R\(^2\)=.6469 (95% CI: .28, .84 by [35, 36]))
As a manipulation check, two months after the workshops we offered post-midterm tutoring. In each session, before tutoring, we conducted a think-aloud interview for tracing mental model granularity by prompting learners to “Underline the code as the computer sees it, then describe what the computer does” for Java versions of program B2 & G3 from [78]. Learning gains and midterms mostly increased with more sub-expression tracing (except P5). Two participants (P1 and P2) responded from CC. P1 had 2 TT, 2 FT, and a 54 midterm; her tracing model had some sub-expression (but not for control structures and had an early loop exit error); P2 (2 TT, 6 FT, 79 midterm) was mostly line-level but separated assignment for control structures and had an early loop exit error; P2 (2 TT, 6 FT, 79 midterm) was mostly line-level but separated assignment for control structures and had an early loop exit error; P3 (8 TT, 12 FT, 86 midterm) had a line level model. P6 (8 TT, 12 FT, 86 midterm) had a line level model. P5 (8 TT, 12 FT, 86 midterm) had a line level model. P4 had a consistent sub-expression model (3 TT, 11 FT, 85 midterm).

We also asked which tutorial features they remembered, as a gross check on importance or causality. Better learning outcomes mostly increased with more correct and complete feature recall, suggesting they impacted learning. In CC P1 and P2 both recalled writing, exercise feedback, and help; only P2 had the print output. In PLT, P3 recalled learning content and (incorrectly) writing code only, with the stack shown briefly during execution with no stepping controls; the others recalled content, stepping and assessments; for the state display (see right side of Figure 2), P4 had namespace (2.11), P5 had steps bar (2.8), P6 had all except instruction (2.9).

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

While we made efforts to ensure validity (minimizing confounds, block-randomizing group assignment, measuring confounding factors, avoiding early-riser effects[22], mitigating experimenter bias, etc.), there are still several threats to validity.

Differences between our study and the validation of SCS1 complicate the interpretation of our results. We post-tested within 4.3 hours of the pre-test; a carry-over effect may inflate post-scores (e.g.
We have presented a new theoretical account of program tracing with a significant initial deficit (see Figure 4.b). This might just be 4.e). With only one early measurement, in our small study only 4.c). The other interpretation is that PLTutor brought its less expe-

rience group to parity with Codecademy (see 4.d); if the writing tutorial was better at teaching program tracing, it ought to have

been better even than those using mid-course measures like homework or self-efficacy (adj-$R^2$ .35, .58, .61) [40, 43, 88]). In pre-score in Figure 4.b, PLTutor also has more dark high post-scorers coming from lower scores vs. CC. This improved equity in outcomes may help scale learning in diverse populations. Future work should confirm this pattern and see if normalizing has the downside of reducing outlier high outcomes (compare far right of 4.e & 4.f).

We also saw learning gains comparable to full quarter or semester long courses with both tutorials in ~4 hours (see Figure 4.a), similar to prior work [42], yet unexplained by prior CS knowledge or traits we measured. Some gains varied from losing to gaining 2-3 points on the post-test, perhaps guessing noise. However, our participants’ post-test distribution looked similar to those near the end of CS1 in [64]; this was either genuine learning, recruiting bias that skewed our sample towards more motivated or at-risk students, or test-retest carry-over score inflation. Even extreme learning was not uncommon; in ~4 hours, in PLTutor 4 learners (22%) moved from a below average pre-score to nearly above a $SD$ of [64]’s mean (3 (16%) above 13.18), and one from a score of 8 to 20, the maximum from 189 students in [64] (in CC, one 8 to 14 and an 11 to 20 also). In PLT these outcomes continue in the midterm (see dark at 4.e).

What skills or knowledge explains such fast learning without prior domain knowledge? Can we teach it and dramatically improve CS1 and even other CS education? Most learning theories frame learning as hard and time consuming, and transfer as fragile; they poorly explain these results. In contrast, causal inference theory says learning is facile and transfer instantaneous with the right conditions. We applied this theory in our pedagogy design and saw large gains, making it a promising direction. Future work may search for factors that lead to rapid learning by measuring learners’ prior knowledge or traits then analyzing learning outcomes only, or jointly change the design of pedagogy or tools used, in an attempt to either increase or reduce extreme learning gains.

Decades of studies have attempted to improve outcomes for learning programming; we found something one can measure in only 8 hours (learning gain from PLTutor) which is highly predictive of long-term outcomes. We might be able to use this (or other good predictors) to improve the rate of experimentation and discovery, going from 3-4 studies per year using course outcomes to one per day using a proxy (if larger studies confirm their predictive ability).

Future work should investigate tools and curricula based on comprehension-oriented strategies, especially given the comparative lack of exploration and positive early results (ours and others like [30]). PLTutor had as good or better overall performance compared to a mature writing-oriented tutorial created with millions in funding. It seems unlikely that our team of three people, with almost no curriculum experimentation, has found the ceiling for comprehension tutorials or pedagogy.
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